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groups of sensemakers such as decision makers [5]. However, we have little knowledge about, for example:



The goal of this research is to test and refine a comprehensive sensemaking model that is extended based on theories of learning and cognition, and thus provide better foundations for system design. We conducted a qualitative user study investigating users’ sensemaking processes; users create conceptual representations of a problem or task using note-taking and concept mapping tools. Preliminary analysis of the think-aloud protocols, user activities, and post-session interviews confirms that sensemaking is an iterative and highly variable process; users took different paths based on their previous knowledge, approaches, and preferences. Users used a variety of approaches for structure-building; using both structure-driven and data-driven cognitive mechanisms. The use of externalized structure, represented as note pages and concept maps, vary greatly among users. Based on these findings of the empirical user study, we suggest design implications for sensemaking tools.



• how different types of conceptual changes happen during the sensemaking process, and • what cognitive mechanisms trigger the changes and enable the assimilation of new information and the creation of a structural representation. Sensemaking is not a linear effort; it often takes several iterations and does not always follow the same paths. By expanding existing models, starting especially from [4] with ideas from cognition and learning theories, we developed a comprehensive sensemaking model as a framework for explaining the iterative sensemaking behaviors,, and the cognitive changes and mechanisms used. Research in cognition and learning has examined: • the various ways in which a conceptual structure may be changed [6, 7], • the mechanisms that provoke these changes [7-12], and • the role of existing knowledge [13, 14].
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Theoretical and empirical findings in these areas provide great insights to the conceptual changes happening during sensemaking processes. They seem to suggest that
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• knowledge is stored as connected concepts and relationships in the brain [15-17]; • external representations [18, 19] may be very useful in facilitating many cognitive tasks including sensemaking.



The goal of this research is to test and refine a comprehensive model of sensemaking (as defined in [1]) that is extended based on theories of learning and cognition, and thus provide better foundations for system design We conducted a qualitative user study that examines sensemaking in the context of problem solving. An example sensemaking task is for a journalist to gather information about an issue, figure out the interrelated people, organizations, and events, and write a news story presenting the understanding to an audience.



Research in knowledge representation suggests various ways in which intermediate and final products of sensemaking may be stored and manipulated, including concept maps, templates, outlines and textual representation. In this research, we provide a sensemaking environment including MS OneNote and CMap that allows users to represent their conceptual space with textual, outline, and/or concept maps as they work on a sensemaking assignment of their own.



Previous sensemaking research has identified several processes that are involved in users' sensemaking activities while performing various tasks. Several sensemaking models were proposed for different purposes, such as to describe the sensemaking processes, either of particular or generic user groups [2, 3], to provide an analytical abstraction derived from empirical user studies [for example, 4], or to guide the sensemaking practice of certain



The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We present the iterative sensemaking model we proposed in [20], describe the methods and findings of the qualitative user study, and end with conclusions and implications.
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A COMPREHENSIVE SENSEMAKING MODEL (Figure 1)



and different types of conceptual change. The model provides for several loops of search and sensemaking. Search includes both the scanning/monitoring of the environment and the active seeking of information triggered by problems or tasks at hand. Sensemaking refers to the process in which users create an understanding or interpretation of what they have sensed consisting of instantiated structures.



Our model represents the iterative and variable nature of sensemaking and emphasizes the creation of instantiated structure elements of knowledge as described in [4]. Building on previous sensemaking models, cognition and learning theories, the model attempts to show a complete picture of the cognitive processes of sensemaking and provide explanatory power to the underlying mechanisms



Figure 1: A Comprehensive Sensemaking Model



The model includes sensemaking activities, mechanisms and outcomes:



Sensemaking starts with a problem or task and the users’ existing knowledge, represented as structures and their instantiations with data. The sensemaker identifies gaps in her knowledge. If it is a data gap, she searches for data and instantiate structure with the data found (data loop). If it is a structure gap, she searches for structure and builds the structure elements into her existing knowledge (structure loop). The data loop and structure loop may interact with each other when, for example, building of a structure element leads to the instantiation of it, or instantiating structure leads to the building of a related structure element.



1. Searching includes exploratory and focused search for structure and for data. Sensemaking includes gap identification, building a structural representation, fitting information / data into the representation, thus updating the existing knowledge. The activities may be executed in many different sequences depending on the level of existing knowledge and the approach of the sensemaker 2. Several cognitive mechanisms are used in these activities alone or in combination, each serving different functions in structuring the conceptual space. Figure 1 gives a preliminary list compiled from the literature. 3. The outcome of successful sensemaking is an updated conceptual structure which may be updated in three ways: accretion, tuning, and restructuring.



The product of successful sensemaking is a knowledge representation updated in the above three ways. Then the sensemaking proceeds to the next iteration.
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METHODS



• Activities • Conceptual changes • Cognitive mechanisms



Participants and Tasks



We conducted a qualitative user study with 13 journalism students and 5 business students taking advanced undergraduate courses in which the course assignments require extensive information gathering, analysis, and synthesis to produce a work product. The final product of sensemaking is either a news story or a case report.



Two coders code a subset of the cases independently, discuss and resolve disagreements, and proceed to code the rest of the data. Emerging themes and patterns are recognized and added to the coding scheme. Based on the coding, we generate case reports describing the detailed iterations of sensemaking activities and processes were for each participant (Appendix 1.3). Post session interviews, notes taken by users (Appendix 1.4) and concept maps created (Appendix 1.5) are used as supplementary data. Appendix 2 shows a second case in the same sequence.



Sample assignments: Journalism (Appendix 1.1). Write a news story on the role of energy as an issue in the 2008 presidential election based on Internet research on polling results as well as scholarly and journalistic sources.



FINDINGS



Business case (Appendix 2.1). Research the gum market in general and the marketing of a particular product, Trident, and propose a marketing or advertisement proposal for the brand.



Iterations of Search-Sensemaking



Sensemaking is an iterative process during which the sensemaker’s knowledge about her task is constantly updated.



Data Collection Procedures



Exploratory vs. Focused Stages



Participants used a sensemaking environment consisting of a two-screen workstation with custom installations of OneNote for note-taking and CMap for concept mapping. A completely integrated sensemaking tool suitable for the tasks was not available to us.



Search and sensemaking is often exploratory at the beginning, with exceptions when the sensemakers have sufficient knowledge about the topic. For example, a journalism and government major who described himself as “politically intensive” was able to identify what his story is going to focus on and went directly into the focused stage.



Each participant attended a one-hour individual training session consisting of. • A short user background questionnaire to learn about demographics, computer skills, and previous experience with note-taking and concept mapping • Instruction on using the tools with a practice scenario similar to their tasks.. • A think-aloud exercise to accustom participants with thinking aloud while working on a task.



In the first a few iterations, users explicitly sought “general knowledge” about the topic or issue at hand, looking for “summary” and “overview” to get a “good basis”. Users identified structure gaps and sought to bridge them. Users often ignored details and specifics or saved them for later reference. In the focused stage, sensemaking becomes highly directed by gap identification and bridging. Users extended higher-level structures with more specific concepts. Data gaps are mostly present at this stage, which leads to focused search for data, and instantiation of structures with data. Some structure elements may be abandoned because they do not fit with other parts of the structure.



During the assignment session (2 - 3 hours), participants worked on their assignments. They were instructed to use the tools to the extent that they help with the assignment without putting a burden to the task itself. User activities were recorded using screen capture (Camtasia). Thinkaloud protocols were recorded time-aligned with user activities. We also collected the intermediate and final representations produced by the participants including notes taken in OneNote and concept maps created during the process, and the final product of writing (either a news story or a case report).



The Crucial Stage of Sensemaking



In several cases, a key point of sensemaking happened about half-way through the task: the dots were connected, a perspective is found, or a solution direction is identified; everything starts to “make sense”. In the energy news example, the key moment happened when the user decided to do an overview story on energy based on what he had learned, instead of focusing on a particular aspect. After that, the search and sensemaking was more directed and the structures became clearer.



For triangulation we conducted a post-session interview to learn about the use of sensemaking tools and the sensemaking approaches used. Data analysis



In the Trident example, after some research the user came up with a general principle for her advertisement proposal, namely “sell the health to the adults and the coolness to the kids”. After that, sensemaking becomes more and more concrete as to the specifics to combine the two factors and how exactly the advertisement should look like.



The analysis in progress includes transcribing the thinkaloud protocols and user activities and coding them against an initial coding scheme developed from the model (see Appendix 1.2 for an example). The initial coding scheme includes the three elements of the sensemaking model:
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Conceptual Changes and Structure Building



and are closely related to major conceptual changes − restructuring.



Conceptual changes are closely related to structure building and instantiation. The user activities and think-aloud protocols revealed several approaches to structure building and instantiation, which result in conceptual changes in the sensemakers’ knowledge.



The example in Appendix 1.3 shows that in the first five iterations most of the mechanisms used are data-driven, and the cognitive changes are accretion and tuning. In iterations 6-8, the sensemaker used structure driven and other mechanisms extensively to build structures which resulted in tuning and sometimes restructuring.



Structure building from task analysis



Some structure elements are built from analyzing the task requirements and what the sensemaker needs to know to complete the task. For example, by thinking about what needs to be known to propose an advertisement proposal for Trident gum, the sensemaker elicited three aspects: 1) the advertising that Trident currently does, 2) competitors, and 3) the market itself. These three aspects become the three initial structural element of the sensemaker’s knowledge frame (represented as OneNote pages): Trident, Gum Sector, and Competitors.



Table 1 gives a list of example use of the most frequently used mechanisms: Mechanism Key item extraction



Extracting entities, concepts and relationships



Comparison



Comparing the similarity and differences of adult and youth audiences



Generalization



Seeing preference trends or themes of the adult and youth audiences, respectively



Specification



Specifying areas needs to be researched for developing a marketing plan



Elimination



Eliminating smokers as a potential target for marketing



Inference



Making an inference about the lack of TV commercials based on the failure of search to find them.



Structure building from general knowledge



General knowledge about the task or topic also contributed to structure building. Most users working on the energy news assignment created two nodes for the two candidates in the election, not based on what they found, but rather their general knowledge of the presidential election. Structure building from data



Sometimes a structure element comes from the information found, generalized to a conceptual level, and confirmed with the sensemakers’ knowledge.



Example Use



Table 1: Example Use of Some Cognitive Mechanisms



By reading an article talking about the current economic downturn, the sensemaker come up with “the economy defeating the environment” concept, which she included in her concept map as an important factor t for the news story.



Detailed analysis is needed to understand the role or function of each mechanism at different stages of sensemaking. Sensemaking Tools



Structure building from adapting others’ structure



Users found the note-taking and organization tool (OneNote) very helpful for their tasks. The ability to record source URL and trace back to the original source when needed was most welcome for these tasks.



Sometimes sensemakers were able to find or extract structures established by others. For example, in the news writing example, the sensemaker found a website listing several aspects or factors of the energy issue, including domestic drilling, expanding nuclear power, and coal plants and coal-to-liquid fuel, and so on. The user adapted the structure, copied these factors into her notes, and later put them into her concept map.



Users had a mixed feeling about the concept mapping tool. Some claimed that it was very helpful in helping them to put raw and extracted information together in a meaningful representation and assisting the production of sensemaking products. Others did not feel like using it because it is either redundant to the structure they build in OneNote, or they already had the representation in mind. These comments may be due in part by the lack of integration of the tools which required users to redoing Cmap structuring already done in OneNote.



Cognitive Mechanisms



Participants used a two-way approach: inductive or datadriven (bottom-up) and deductive or structure-driven (topdown) with different degrees of emphasis. When the two directions met, sensemaking was successful. Inductive or data-driven mechanisms such as key item extraction and comparison are more frequently used at the exploratory stage of search and sensemaking, especially when the user does not have much previous knowledge about the topic or task at hand. Data-driven mechanisms are often involved in minor conceptual changes − tuning. Deductive or structure-driven mechanisms are used more extensively at focused stages of search and sensemaking



The role of explicitly expressed structures



It seemed that externalizing the internal structures of users (represented as note pages and concept maps) helps with sensemaking. However, it varies greatly as to how much of their internal structure users would externalize and how they use the external representation as a tool to help them with their tasks. Figure 5 and 6 in Appendix 1.6 show a simple and a complex concept map created by two users. 4
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Design implications: the experiences and knowledge with representation, and cognitive styles of the user, seemed to result in a variety of different ways to externalize their conceptual representation. Some preferred concept networks, some preferred charts, and others drew outlines. A representation tool, as a sensemaking aid, should be flexible enough and yet simple to learn and use. The need for integrated tools



Not surprisingly, users expressed the need for integrated tools. The concept mapping software allows users to attach to any node links to URLs (which can point to OneNote notes) so that they can be accessed instantly from the map. However, users would like to have them more integrated. For example, the attached notes should be shown next to a concept when clicking on the concept in the concept map. Moreover, some automatic functions such as highlighting a concept in the notes and creating a concept node in the map, or creating concepts in a map based on the titles of the note pages, would be much more helpful to the sensemakers in assisting their tasks. Design implications: it seemed very important for users to have a “workspace” for sensemaking: a place to store, organize, and manipulate information, and to build from that the higher level conceptual understanding of what is being worked on. Since the manipulation of information and the building of structure are often closely intertwined, the workspace has to be integrated enough so that the workspace provides assistance, rather than obstacles, to connecting the two activities. CONCLUSIONS



Our comprehensive sensemaking model provides a useful framework for understanding users’ sensemaking behaviors and cognition. It provides description of sensemaking from multiple angles and allows us to understand how the searchsensemaking iterations proceeded or failed. Instantiated structure plays a crucial role in sensemaking, since the building and instantiating of structure are closely nested with each other. Sensemaking tools should provide a workspace in which these two activities are completely integrated and technologies for automatic generation of instantiated structure elements. Representation or visualization tools that allow users to externalize their mental structures seemed helpful to users. How users use them and how they could help users with their sensemaking tasks need further exploration. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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APPENDIX 1: Energy and Election News Case, User MJ3 1.1 Assignment Description



Energy and Election %ews Story Do your own research using search engines that locate polling results as well as scholarly and journalistic sources, and write a 400-word story about the role of energy, including surrounding factors such as global warming, as an issue in the election. The story can be an overview of the issue, or you can focus the topic to a specific facet of the issue.
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1.2 Example Think-aloud Protocol with Coding, Energy and Election Case, MJ3 Time



B. User activity



C. Think-aloud Protocol



Processes



Conceptual Changes



Cognitive Mechanisms



…



B56 …



C56 …



..



…



…



47:10:: 47:34



B57 did a Google search with “PEW” to locate the PEW homepage



C57 Oh my Goodness. I am also going to look at the PEW, which is good. Gallup is the one not as good I think.



Focused search for data



47:35:: 48:35



B58 Browsed the PEW website, did a search within the site for “energy”, found an article “Overview: As Gas Prices Pinch, Support for Energy Exploration Rises”



C58 So PEW [47:30::47:41] that’s the one. I am wondering if they might have like a data archive perhaps… March 08, “political survey”… probably not what I need… so, survey reports postdebate… find “energy” Aha, “energy exploration” good good good. Wow this is good. Yes! Definitely good. It is st July 1 . I need to read this.



Focused search for data



B59 Read the article, copied and pasted a few paragraphs from the article into the Polling page of the notes



C59 [SP] Um, let’s see, “drilling”, “partisan gap over energy exploration disappears” [48:48::49:01 reading] oh wow this is good good good. So polling… I feel good about this. [49:14::49:21] gosh this is great why did not I think of this before. [SP] This is good because it kind of talked about trends a little bit: “partisan gap over energy exploration disappears”… yes this is definitely going in [49:46::49:54] so I am just going to do the… I should put this… okay I am just going to put these because I don’t want to put the graphics into the notes. [50:04::50:39]



Instantiating structure



C60 We should to look at Zogby too. “Trend over time”. That might be good. … “Job performance”… Oh my goodness… I am going to look at archive. Don’t see energy staring at me really. So I am just going to just go from here because I think I just need to really put these together…



Focused search for data, failed



48:36:: 50:39



50:40:: 51:26



51:27



B60 browsed the Zogby website.



B61 Read the first page in OneNote (untitled)



C61 now I am going to do more of the reading. [51:33::51:45] I am going to [51:50::51:55] I feel that this CMap is good… but I don’t know if I really want to use it. [52:06::52:22] hmm, I need this detail about John McCain and I need this “Lexington” thing, because I think it is important.
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Fact “partisan gap over energy exploration disappears” linked to concept “Polling”



Key item extraction Extracted items: “political survey”, “energy exploration” Accretion Fact “partisan gap over energy exploration disappears ” added to users’ knowledge



Key item extraction Extracted items: “drilling”, “partisan gap over energy exploration disappears”. Generalization generalized the fact as a trend. Key item extraction Extracted items: “trend over time” and “job performance”, not relevant. Key item extraction Extracted item: “Lexington”



Time



B. User activity



C. Think-aloud Protocol



Processes



52:32



B62 Titled the page “general info on energy and election 2008” which was untitled.



C62 and I need to get this a name “general info on energy and elections 2008”



Building structure



52:51



B63 Continued to read the notes on this OneNote page.



C63 Now I am going to move to this. What is this? This is Time. This is like today. Okay, I think this is really important…



53:12



B64 Created a new node in CMap “issue of the economy defeating the environment?”



C64 I am going to put it down here because I think I am going to address this… “economy”… “issue of the economy defeating the environment”….



Building structure



B65 Changed the labels of the “Barack Obama” and “John McCain” nodes, adding “General History” below each, connected the Obama and McCain nodes to the three NY Times issues



C65 Okay, so yeah, I am going to do a general history (of Barack Obama and McCain), which might go down to the New York Time thing that I found because I think that will work nicely together. So this is how they stand on each one. [54:28::55:21] I don’t know how I feel about this particular tool (CMap)… yes, I think this might be a good start for now.



Building structure



B66 highlighted a few sentences from the article, read intelligibly highlighted more



C66 Okay, I want to use this idea “with the tanking economy dominating the news, and the government willing to virtually bankrupt itself to bail out the financial sector, it could be hard to push the climate change agenda – and possibly hard to find any money left to support it.”… Oh! and this is kind of like global warming too. … Oh this is good because it brings in global warming. [56:49::57:00] this is a great article… I think I do not really understand completely about offshore drilling but I feel like…



Instantiating structure



C67 …



…



53:38



55:56



…



B67 …



Recognized concept “general info”



Recognized concept “issue of the economy defeating the environment ”



Recognized relationships between the candidates and the issues to be discussed



Fact linked to concept “issue of the economy defeating the environment ”



Cognitive Mechanisms



Tuning Added a concept



Tuning Added a concept



Key item extraction Extracted item: issue of the economy defeating the environment



Tuning



Semantic fit



Changed labels of two concepts, added a few links



Examined how the concepts and relationships fit with each other



Accretion



Key item extraction



Added a fact to knowledge structure



Extracted item: issue of the economy defeating the environment



Gap identification



Table 2: Example Think-aloud Protocol with Coding, User MJ3
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Conceptual Changes



…



…



1.3 Case Description of Search-Sensemaking Iterations, Energy and Election Case, MJ3 Iterations



Paths



Brief Description



Search



Sensemaking



1



Searched for general information on energy and election, found data on general info, put into her notes



Exploratory search



Instantiating structure



2



Searched for candidates’ general stands on energy/environment, failed to make sense out of the article found.



Exploratory search



Attempted to build structure, but failed



3



Searched for candidates’ general stands Exploratory on energy, adapted the articles energy search for factors/ issues, created a page for each structure candidate and put notes their positions on each issue under relevant pages. Then she identified gaps (global warming, and polling) and created a note page for each.



Building structure



4



Searched for global warming, but found only general information, put that into her notes



Focused search for data



Instantiating structure



5



Searched for polling data, did not find useful polling data on energy



Focused search for data



6



Browsed through her notes, decided to do an overview story instead talking about global warming, created a map outlining the story concepts, decided to talk about only three of the issues adapted from Iteration 3. Found a new lead (actual polling sites) for search.
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8



Searched two polling sites, and found actual polling data, put it into notes; noticed the issue of economy defeating energy, added that to the structure (map), added the debate into the map



Wrote the story, looked for details when needed, decided not to talk about the debate after all.



Conceptual changes



Cognitive mechanisms



Accretion



Key item extraction



Key item extraction



Accretion



Key item extraction



Tuning



Comparison



Accretion



Classification



Instantiating structure Gap identification



Key item extraction



Building structure



Tuning



Key item extraction



Re-structuring Specification



Updating knowledge



Elimination Explanation-based mechanism Semantic fit



Focused search for data



Focused search for data



Instantiating structure



Key item extraction



Tuning



Generalization



Building structure



Schema induction



Updating knowledge



Semantic fit



Instantiating structure Building structure Updating knowledge



Table 3: Search-Sensemaking Iterations, User MJ3
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Accretion



Comparison



Accretion



Key item extraction



Tuning



Comparison Elimination Semantic fit



Polling



Figure 2: %ote Pages and Structure, User MJ3



Statement from McCain campaign website



Coal Plants and Coal-to-Liquid Fuel



Expanding Nuclear Power



Ethanol Subsidies



Domestic Drilling



Taxing Oil Company Windfall Profits



Federal Gas Tax Holiday



Overview



John McCain



Statement from Obama campaign website



Coal Plants and Coal-to-Liquid Fuel



Expanding Nuclear Power



Ethanol Subsidies



Domestic Drilling



Taxing Oil Company Windfall Profits



Federal Gas Tax Holiday



Overview



Barack Obama



General Info on Energy and Election 2008



1.4 Note Pages and Structure, Energy and Election Case, MJ3
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Figure 3: Concept Map, User MJ3



1.5 Concept Map, Energy and Election Case, MJ3



Figure 4: Concept Map Created by User MJ12
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Figure 5 Concept Map Created by User MJ13



1.6 Simple to Complex Concept Maps, Energy and Election Case, MJ12 and MJ13



APPENDIX 2: TRIDENT MARKETING CASE, USER MB5 2.1 Assignment Description (Abridged Version)



Trident Integrated Marketing Communications (IMC) Project You are developing an integrated marketing communications (IMC) plan for a gum product, Trident, including a TV advertisement and two other advertising and promotion mediums such as print advertising, radio advertising, billboard advertising, direct marketing, web marketing, telemarketing, direct sales, consumer or trade promotions, etc. Gather current advertisements from your product and its competitors, conduct thorough research in trade and business periodicals on the product, the company, competitors, category users, category trends, and market shares. Develop multiple ideas for the plan based on the research you have conducted. Your plan should address the problem of the company and the objectives of your proposal, analyze the current marketing and advertising situation, recommend IMC strategy and tactics, and discuss alternatives that you considered but rejected.
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2.2 Think-aloud Protocol with Coding, Trident Case, MB5 Time



B. User activity



C. Think-aloud Protocol



Processes



Conceptual Changes



Cognitive Mechanisms



…



B13 …



C13 …



..



…



…



09:20:: 09:53



B14 created a new page in OneNote “Problem/Opportunity”



C14 I just want… okay. [0918::0929] problem and opportunity… and I just need something creative to try to separate us from the rest of the completion. May be why people try gum might be helpful.



Building structure



Tuning



Concept “problem and opportunity” recognized



Added a concept “Problem/O pportunity” to the structure



Gap identification Identified data gap for reasons why people chew gum 09:54:: 10:47



B15 continued to read the article in Firefox copied and pasted a paragraph about adults and teens being more likely to use regular than sugarless mints into OneNote under “Problem/Opportunity” page.



C15 Right here it says most people like… “prefer the sugarless gum”, well, “but adults and teens are more likely to use regular gum”, so that could be part of the differentiation just to advertise to really point out the sugarless fact and try to sell that. Since it does not seem like people really prefer the sugar. [SP]



Focused search for data



Accretion Added a fact



Items extracted: people prefer the sugarless gum



Looked for reasons why people chew gum Instantiating structure



Comparison Compared the adult and teen audiences



Linked facts to “problem/ opportunity” concept 10:48:: 11:25



B16 copied another paragraph into the “Problem/Opportunity” page; continued to browse the article.



C16 “Children and teens are more likely to chew gum”. So that can be something where if we want to either target the children or try to capture the adult market. It says “among users, adults chew 8 pieces and teens 11 pieces”. [SP] this is too much information [11:10::11:20]



Focused search for data Looked for reasons why people chew gum Instantiating structure Linked facts to “problem/ opportunity” concept
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Key item extraction



Accretion Added some facts



Key item extraction Extracted items:” Children and teens are more likely to chew gum”, “among users, adults chew 8 pieces and teens 11 pieces”.



Time



B. User activity



C. Think-aloud Protocol



Processes



11:26:: 12:49



B17 copied and pasted a paragraph into OneNote “Problem/Opportunity” page, and continued to browse the article



C17 “the adults are less likely than teens to use gum and breath mints”, so I think that’s something. [11:27::11:35] I want a table that shows me why people are chewing gum. This information is very helpful, like, who chew gums and demographics, but I want to know why. Demographics are helpful when we are doing advertising itself but now I am trying to get what special feature we want to advertise for our gum, so I really need something that says why people are chewing. This is just demographic information. [SP] I don’t want this… “Trident flavors”, that’s interesting [SP] Oh here we go. No… [SP]



Focused search for data



C18 “Rules and etiquette”, starting to get at habit of chewing and why people chew and things like that. [12:47::12:06]



Focused search for data



12:50:: 13:18



B18 copied and pasted another paragraph into “P/O” page in OneNote, continued to browse



Conceptual Changes



Cognitive Mechanisms



Accretion



Key item extraction



Added some facts



Looked for reasons why people chew gum Instantiating structure Linked facts to “problem/ opportunity” concept



Extracted items: “the adults are less likely than teens to use gum and breath mints”, “Trident flavors”



Gap identification Data gap for reasons why people chew gum Accretion Added some facts



Looked for reasons why people chew gum



Key item extraction Extracted item: “Rules and etiquette”



Instantiating structure Linked facts to “problem/ opportunity” concept 13:19:: 14:47



…



B19 copied two bullets from the section of “Interest in functional gum”



B20



C19 Oh this is what I need. All right perfect. “Using gum as a delivery system”… I mean again this is helpful. Tables are just too much for me to look at right now. This is perfect information, okay. [SP] okay so this is starting to get some reasons people are chewing gum. The types of gum people like. C20



Instantiating structure Linked facts to concept “functional gum”



…



Table 4: Example Think-aloud Protocol with Coding, User MB5
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Accretion Added some facts



…



Key item extraction Extracted item: “using gum as a delivery system” …



2.3 Case Description of Search-Sensemaking Iterations, Trident Case, MB5 Iterations 1



2



3



Paths



Brief Description



Search



Sensemaking



Analyzed task requirement, did a general search on “gum”, found basic knowledge about gum sector, put into his notes



Exploratory search



Building structure



Created a “problem/opportunity” page, found information about that and put into the notes; looked for reasons “why people chew gum” and found some information and put it into her notes



Focused search for data



Cognitive mechanisms



Accretion



Specification



Tuning



Key item extraction



Accretion



Key item extraction



Tuning



Comparison



Tuning



Comparison



Instantiating structure Building structure Gap identification Instantiating structure



Created a map in CMap, added new concepts “functionality”, “adult market”, “young audience”, “whitening recipe”, and “new flavors”, added relationships



Building Structure



Semantic fit



Updating knowledge



Searched for Trident marketing, found some paragraphs talking about what Trident needs to do, put it into OneNote



Focused search for data



5



Tried to search in a database from the library, did not want to register to log in.



Focused search for data, failed



6



Searched for trident advertisements, found only ads from UK, did not find much TV advertising



Focused search for data, failed



7



Browsed a report found earlier, looked for ideas for innovation, come up with some ideas for advertising, added the concept “needs” to the concept map



Focused search



4



Conceptual changes



Instantiating structure



Socratic dialogue Accretion



Key item extraction Generalization Semantic fit



Key item extraction



Building structure



Accretion



Key item extraction



Tuning



Comparison



Instantiating structure



Analogy and metaphor Schema induction Generalization Elimination
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9



Searched for more information on “Trident”, found some information and added the concept “ad ideas”



Focused search for data



Gap identification



Started writing the report, searched for specific percentage of market share (failed) and the name of an intergradient (successful); searched for previous ads of Trident and ads from Orbits, come up with concrete ideas for the campaign.



Focused search for data



Gap identification



Key item extraction Inference



Structure building



Instantiating structure



Table 5: Search-Sensemaking Iterations, User MB5
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Tuning



Accretion



Key item extraction Comparison



2.4 Note Pages and Structure, Trident Case, MB5 Trident Gum Sector Competitors Orbit Advertisements Problem/Opportunity Adult/traditional Youth Innovation Ad Ideas Two ideas Previous ads of Trident Ads from Orbit Figure 6: %ote Pages and Structure, User MB5



2.5 Concept Map, Trident Case, MB5



Figure 7: Concept Map, User MB5
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